This paper gives a method for finding a minimum spanning tree in an undirected graph. If the problem graph has n vertices and e edges, the algorithm runs in 0(e log log n) time. This time bound is the same as that of a new algorithm by Yao, but Yao's method seems more complicated to implement. A modification of the method improves the l+€ running time to 0(e), if e is fl(n ) for some positive constant 6. Another algorithm finds a minimum spanning tree of a planar graph in 0(n) time. The paper also presents some results which suggest that any method for finding a minimum spanning tree requires ft(e log log n) comparisons in the worst case.
1.

Introduction
Let G = (V,E) be a connected undirected graph with |v| = n ver tices and |e| = e edges. Given a value c(v,w) for each edge (v,w) 6 E, we wish to find a spanning tree T = (V,E'), E* C E, such that I c(v,w) is minimum. Several efficient algorithms exist (v,w)eEf for solving this problem [2, 4, 8, 10, 11, 15] . All of these algorithms are based on the following lemma.
Lemma A. Let X C v. Let (v,w) 6 E be such that c(v,w) = min{c(x,y)| (x,y) 6 E, x6X and y6V-X} Then some minimum spanning tree contains (v,w).
The "classical" algorithms are those by Kruskal [10] and Prim [4, 11 ].
Kruskal's algorithm has a running time of 0(e log n), and Prim's 2 algorithm has a running time of 0(n ). Recently, Yao [15] has developed an 0(e log log n) algorithm. His algorithm requires a linear-time median-finding method (e.g. [3] ) as a subroutine.
This paper gives a new minimum spanning tree algorithm. The algorithm has an 0(e log log n) running time. A modification improves the 1+6 running time to 0(e) if e is ft(n ) for some positive constant 6. The algorithm uses as subroutines methods for handling disjoint set unions [6, 13] and priority queues [9] . Since the algorithm does not require a linear-time median-finding algorithm, it is simpler to implement than
Yao's method. The paper also presents some results which suggest that any method to find minimum spanning trees must require &(e log log n)
comparisons in the worst case, and gives an algorithm for finding a minimum spanning tree in a planar graph in 0(n) time.
2.
An Algorithm for Minimum Spanning Trees
To find a minimum spanning tree in a graph G, we use the following general method, which is based on Lemma A.
First
Step: Pick some vertex. Choose the smallest edge incident to the vertex. This is the first edge of the minimum spanning tree.
General
Step; The edges so far selected define a forest (set of trees) which is a subgraph of G. Pick a tree in the forest. Pick the smallest unexamined edge incident to a vertex in the tree. If this edge connects two vertices in the same tree, discard the edge. If the edge connects two vertices in different trees, add the edge to the minimum spanning tree (updating the forest). Repeat the general step until all vertices are connected.
It is immediate from Lemma A that this general method correctly finds a minimum spanning tree. The method requires certain bookkeeping mechanisms. To keep track of the vertices in each tree of the forest, we use a disjoint set union algorithm described in [6, 13] , Given a collection of disjoint sets (in this case sets of the vertices in each tree) the set union algorithm implements two operations:
(i) FIND(x) returns the name of the set containing element x;
(ii) UNION(A, B) adds the elements in set B to set A, destroy ing set B.
The time required for 0(e) FIND's and 0(n) UNION'S is 0(n log*n + e) [13] , where log*n = min{i| log log* "log n < l}.
To keep track of the edges incident to each tree of the forest, we use a mechanism based on a method of handling priority queues [9] .
Given a collection of elements, each with a value, and a collection of disjoint sets (called queues) of elements, the mechanism implements Time required: 0(|l|) Implementation of priority queues to satisfy these time bounds is discussed in the appendix.
Our algorithm is the following special case of the general method:
In the first step, we pick any vertex and choose its minimum incident edge. In the general step, we choose a tree with the smallest number of vertices, select the smallest unexamined edge connecting a tree vertex with a vertex outside the tree, and discard all incident edges smaller than the selected edge.
We need a mechanism to select the tree with the smallest number of vertices. The number of vertices in every tree is between 1 and n, and the number of vertices in a tree never decreases. We use an array tree of size n, where array element tree(i) is a list of pointers to all trees with i vertices. We use a pointer which marches along this array to find the tree with the smallest number of vertices.
An implementation of the algorithm, expressed in Algol-like notation, We can break this sum into two parts: a sum over k such that
Mc=l xog n k=l=°( eiogSnn +(2e+n-l)2 log log n) = 0(e log log n) .
Thus the total time required by MINSPAN is dominated by the time spent in MIN, which is 0(e log log n). MINSPAN requires 0(n+e) storage,
4.
A Modification for Dense Graphs
By adding an extra step to the algorithm, we can get a time bound l+€ of 0(e) for dense graphs (i.e. graphs for which e is fi(n ) for some positive constant 6). To accomplish this, we add an initialization This cleanup step has the effect of eliminating useless edges. If cleanup is implemented using a search [5, 12] , one execution of cleanup requires 0(e) time.
Let x be the number of times cleanup is executed when the modi fied version of MINSPAN is applied to a graph G, assuming that log n^2,
log(;rTsrT he time required for all the cleanups is 0(ex). The rest of the time required by MINSPAN is dominated by the time spent in MIN. The
f n fnumber(k) which is time spent in MIN is 0 J («00 +t<k))l°g(.(tW(k) +l)).
0(e log log n) by the previous argument. If e >^n(log n) , we can get a better bound. number CkJ To bound \ (m(k)+Jt(k))log(,k)+jl(k) +l) , we divide this sum k=l 7 among the cleanups. If e >^n(log n) , E{(m(k)+£(k)) | MIN(k,NEW) executed before first clean-up} is 0(n(-^)) = 0(r-S-).
1 n log n'J log n'
Z{(m(k)+il(k))| MIN(k,NEW) executed between ith, i+lSt clean-ups} is 0(--j) =°( S-2")" ThuS the t±me Spent ±n MIN ±S a (log n) (log n)
Ofe+T^H =0(e) if e >n(log n)7.
It follows that the modified version of MINSPAN requires 0(e log[ log P ]) time if e>n(log n)7 and 0(e log log n) time if log(nn^iT)
TIC e < n(log n) . If e is i)(n ) for some positive constant 6, the modified algorithm runs in 0(e log(-)) time, and the modified algorithm always runs as fast as the unmodified algorithm (to within a constant
factor). 
connected. The total time required is 0(9f(e)). It follows that F(e,n) is 0(f(e)).
For the purpose of trying to get a lower bound, we will assume that the values of all the edges are distinct. This guarantees that the minimum spanning tree is unique. As a comparison-type algorithm pro ceeds, there will be certain edges known to be in the minimum spanning tree, called included edges, certain edges known not to be in the minimum spanning tree, called excluded edges, and other edges, called unresolved Proof. Because of rule Max, rule (ii) of the oracle, and Lemma 2, no excluded edge is ever known to be smaller than any non-excluded edge.
Let (v,w) be any non-excluded edge. By rule Max and rule (iii) of the oracle, any comparison which adds to the number of non-excluded edges known to be smaller than (v,w) must be a direct comparison with (v,w) and can at most double the number of edges known to be less than Lemma 4 (Tutte [14] ). For all n, there is a graph of n vertices, with all vertices of degree three or more, having a girth which is fi(log n).
Lemma 5. Any comparison algorithm obeying rule Max requires
fi(e log log n) comparisons in the worst case.
Proof. Suppose a comparison algorithm obeying rule Max is applied to one of the graphs given by Lemma 4. Any such graph has at least (3/2)n edges. Finding a planar representation for G requires 0(e) time [5] .
Using a suitable representation of G, each iteration of the until loop, including all necessary updating of the graph representation, can be carried out in 0(1) time (e.g. see [7] ). Thus the total running time of PLANARSPAN is 0(e). Since any planar graph has e <_ 3n-3, this running time is 0(n). Other special classes of graphs may have similar algorithms, though it seems reasonable to conjecture that the 0(e log log n) bound is not improvable in the general case.
Another step toward a general non-linear lower bound would be to prove a dual to Lemma 5, by using Lemma 1 and an analogy to Lemma 4 for cuts,to show that any algorithm, which, among non-included edges, compares only minima, requires ft(e log log n) comparisons in the worst case. Most of the algorithms known to be efficient operate by computing minima over cuts, but they sometimes compare hon-minimal edges.
Conclusions and Conjectures
This paper has presented 0(e log log n)-worst case algorithm for finding a minimum spanning tree in an undirected graph, A modification to the algorithm improves its running time to 0(e) for dense graphs.
Another algorithm finds a minimum spanning tree of a planar graph in 0(n) time. The paper also shows that all algorithms obeying a certain rule require ft(e log log n) comparisons in the worst case.
We close with two conjectures:
(i) The algorithm presented in Section 2 runs in 0(e) time on the average (thus the worst case is very rare), assuming any reasonable probability measure on graphs.
(ii) Every algorithm for finding minimum spanning trees requires ft(e log log n) comparisons in the worst case.
Appendix: Implementation of Priority Queues
To implement the priority queue operations, we extend a method discovered by Crane [9] . In Crane's implementation, each queue is represented by a leftist binary tree. (A leftist binary tree is a tree such that, given any vertex v, there is a shortest path from v to a vertex with a missing left or right son, such that this path contains the right son of v.) Each vertex in such a tree represents an element in a queue. The vertices in the tree are heap-ordered (ordered so that the vertex with smallest value is at the root of the tree and any vertex has value smaller than the values of both its sons).
A basic operation on two leftist binary trees is:
MERGE(i,j) combines trees i and j into a single leftist binary heap-ordered tree named i.
The MERGE operation can be carried out by finding, in each tree, a shortest (rightist) path from the root to a missing vertex, merging the two paths into a single path on which the vertices are sorted by value, attaching the remaining subtrees of each original tree to the appropriate vertices on the combined path, and switching left sons and right sons of vertices along the path (if necessary) to make the new tree leftist. To implement this operation, we must store four parameters with each vertex: its value, pointers to its left and right sons, and the length of the shortest path from the vertex to a missing vertex.
See [9] for implementation details. Figure 1 illustrates such a MERGE operation. Since a leftist binary tree with n(i) vertices has a leftist path of length at most log(n(i) + l), the time required for MERGE(i,j) is 0(log(n(i))+log(n(j)) + !).
Here we extend Crane's idea. We represent each priority queue by a binary tree. Some of the vertices in the tree correspond to queue elements, and some of the vertices are dummy vertices which correspond We are left with £+m+l or fewer leftist binary trees, each rooted at one of the minimal elements. We place these trees in a circular queue, merge the first two trees in the queue using MERGE, add the resultant tree to the end of the queue, and repeat until only one tree is left. The root of this tree is the desired element of minimum value satisfying p. We record this element and convert the root of the tree to a dummy vertex.
The overall effect of the MIN(i,p) operation is to discard from tree i all dummy vertices, and all queue vertices up to and including the one of minimum value satisfying p; and to combine the remaining elements into a single leftist binary tree with a single dummy vertex. Another queue operation (not necessary to the minimum spanning tree algorithm) can be implemented with only a small change in the data structure.
ADD(a,i) adds a constant a to the value of every element in queue i.
Time required: 0(1).
To implement this operation, we use a trick described in 
